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Abstract8

Reconstruction of a stable and reliable solution from noisy and incomplete Fourier intensity9

data is a challenging problem for iterative phase retrieval algorithms. The typical methodology10

employed in the coherent X-ray imaging (CXI) literature involves thousands of iterations of11

well-known phase retrieval algorithms e.g. Hybrid Input-Output (HIO) or Relaxed Averaged12

Alternating Reflections (RAAR), that are concluded with a smaller number of Error Reduction13

(ER) iterations. Since the single run of this methodology may not provide a reliable solution,14

hundreds of trial solutions are first obtained by initializing the phase retrieval algorithm with15

independent random guesses. The resulting trial solutions are then averaged with appropriate16

phase adjustment and resolution of the averaged reconstruction is assessed by plotting the phase17

retrieval transfer function (PRTF). In this work we examine this commonly used RAAR-ER18

methodology from the perspective of the complexity parameter introduced by us in recent years.19

It is observed that the single run of the RAAR-ER algorithm provides a solution with undesirable20

grainy artifacts that persist to some extent even after averaging the multiple trial solutions. The21

grainy features are spurious in the sense that they are smaller in size compared to the resolution22

predicted by the PRTF. This inconsistency can be addressed by a novel methodology that23

we refer to as complexity guided RAAR (CG-RAAR). The methodology is demonstrated with24

simulations and experimental data sets from the CXIDB database. In addition to providing25

consistent solution, CG-RAAR is also observed to require reduced number of independent trials26

for averaging.27

1 Introduction28

Imaging of micro and nano-sized objects remains one of the prime interests in structural biology,29

material science, chemistry, medical science etc. With the rapid advancements in coherent diffraction30

imaging hardware, particularly in X-ray free electron lasers (XFELs) [1], it is possible to perform31
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single particle imaging (SPI) [2, 3]. In order to determine the structure of objects of interest, the32

acquisition of Fourier diffraction data is a challenging task that is being carried out by a number33

of dedicated instruments [4–6]. On the other hand reconstruction of robust and reliable solution34

from an incomplete noisy diffraction data acquired by a typical CXI experiment remains an equally35

important and fundamental task which is addressed by phase retrieval algorithms [7–12]. Since36

uniqueness of the solution from a single coherent X-ray diffraction data frame cannot be guaranteed37

by phase retrieval algorithms, the typical procedure for the solution recovery [13] requires running38

the algorithm over hundreds of times starting with independent random guesses to get multiple trial39

solutions that are finally averaged together. The resolution of this averaged solution is estimated40

using the phase retrieval transfer function (PRTF), which is the ratio between the Fourier magnitude41

of the average solution and the measured Fourier magnitude as a function of the spatial frequencies.42

In recent works [14, 15], we have proposed a novel approach that we call “complexity guided phase43

retrieval” (CGPR) that is meant to address the typical stagnation problems with phase retrieval44

algorithms. This methodology uses a complexity parameter which is computed directly from the45

Fourier intensity data and provides a measure of fluctuations in the desired phase retrieval solution.46

As observed in [14, 15], the complexity parameter can be used to guide the application of constraints47

in the object domain and provides artifact free phase retrieval solution which degrades benignly with48

increasing noise. In [14, 15], the CGPRmethodology was mainly developed with simulated noisy data49

in combination with the Fienup’s hybrid input-output (HIO) algorithm. The complexity-guidance50

idea is put to test for the first time in this work for experimental data obtained from the CXIDB51

database. The complexity-guidance concept is used along with the relaxed averaged alternating52

reflection (RAAR) phase retrieval algorithm in this study as RAAR is now commonly used in the53

CXI literature.54

Our first aim is to examine the behaviour of the phase retrieval solution obtained using the55

popular RAAR-ER methodology (both single run and averaged solution) from the perspective of56

the complexity parameter. A single run of RAAR-ER uses a number of RAAR iterations [11], that57

are concluded with a smaller number of error-reduction (ER) iterations for the purpose of stabilizing58

the solution. We observe that both single run and averaged solutions from RAAR-ER methodology59

consist of grainy artifacts and features that are smaller in size compared to the resolution as predicted60

by the PRTF. Such high frequency features are difficult to interpret [16] and therefore likely to be61

considered as ‘spurious’. In order to address this inconsistency, we add the complexity-guidance62

component to the RAAR algorithm to present what we call as complexity guided RAAR (CG-63

RAAR) algorithm. CG-RAAR is first tested with simulated noisy data (with two noise levels) that64

do not have missing pixels for providing a clear understanding of the proposed methodology. The65

methodology is then applied to the real cyanobacterium diffraction data from the CXIDB database66

[16] to further validate our results. The experimental data is noisy and also has missing pixels. We67

report two main observations based on our study. First of all a single run of CG-RAAR provides68

a solution without the high frequency grainy artifacts that are typically present in the RAAR-ER69

solution. A further consequence of this is that the number of independent runs required for averaging70

is reduced significantly. CG-RAAR essentially provides a regularized solution that does not contain71

spurious grainy features. The regularization is controlled in this methodology by means of the72
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complexity parameter, thus making the solution consistent with the data.73

In view of the rapid advancements in coherent X-ray imaging (CXI) experiments, the phase re-74

trieval algorithms are critical for obtaining a reliable solution. Recent development of open-source75

software called Hawk [17] provides the platform for the entire process of solution reconstruction from76

the oversampled diffraction data and creating high performance algorithms. The Hawk software im-77

plements hybrid input output (HIO) [8], difference map (DM) [9], and RAAR as phasing algorithms.78

From our prior work in [15] and from our experimental and simulation results demonstrated here79

it is evident that complexity-guidance when combined with traditional phase retrieval algorithms80

such as HIO and RAAR can offer a better noise-robust estimate of the object. We believe that81

complexity-guidance as an idea may potentially be integrated into existing software tools and can82

improve the performance of existing phasing algorithms in coherent X-ray imaging.83

2 Methods: Fourier phase retrieval84

In a typical coherent X-ray imaging experiment, where X-ray beam illuminates the object or sample,

the Fourier intensity I(u) measured at the detector can be mathematically expressed as:

I(u) = |ρ̂(u)|2 = |F{ρ(r)}|2, (1)

where, r = (x, y) and u = (fx, fy) are the spatial and Fourier space co-ordinates. ρ(r) is the

electron density of the object and ρ̂(u) is the Fourier transform of ρ(r). Through out the paper

the hat notation will be the representative of Fourier domain. The aim of iterative phase retrieval

algorithms is to find ρ(r) from the measured intensity I(u). Starting with a random guess ρ0(r),

the Fourier magnitude constraint can be defined [18] as:

P̂M ρ̂(u) =
√

I(u)
ρ̂(u)

|ρ̂(u)|
, u /∈ Z (2)

= ρ̂(u), u ∈ Z.

Here, P̂M is the Fourier modulus projection operator in the Fourier domain and Z is the set of pixels

in I(u) that have zero photon counts (either due to Poisson noise or missing pixels). The above

equation can be translated in the real space as:

PM ρ(r) = F−1{P̂M ρ̂(u)}, (3)

where, PM is the Fourier projection operator in the object domain. The second projection operator

in object domain is the support projection PS which signifies the extent of the object contained

within the support S and is defined as:

PS ρ(r) = ρ(r), r ∈ S (4)

= 0, r /∈ S
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Commonly used phase retrieval algorithms aim to reach a solution that satisfies the Fourier mag-

nitude and a priori object domain constraints in an iterative fashion. Inspired by the work of

Gerchberg and Saxton [19] from electron microscopy for two measurement, the error reduction (ER)

algorithm [8] tries to solve the phase retrieval problem for single Fourier measurement via following

solution update:

ρn+1(r) = PSPM ρn(r). (5)

The Fourier constraint being non-convex in nature makes the problem harder and the ER algorithm

is known to suffer from stagnation in the sense that the quality of the solution does not improve

even after a large number of iterations. The hybrid input output (HIO) algorithm [7] addresses the

stagnation issue by introducing a negative feedback outside the object support. The HIO feedback

step can be stated as:

ρn+1(r) = PM ρn(r), r ∈ S (6)

= ρn(r)− βPMρn(r), r /∈ S

where, β is the feedback parameter in the range (0, 1). For noiseless data case, in a wide variety

of images the HIO algorithm shows a significantly improved reconstruction that is close to an ideal

solution [20]. However, for the noisy data case, HIO solution also shows stagnation artifacts [8] that

corrupt the quality of the recovered solution. Phase retrieval with noisy data is an ill-posed problem,

and therefore a unique solution to the problem cannot be estimated by satisfying both the Fourier

magnitude (PM ) and object support (PS) constraints. The difference map (DM) proposed by Elser

[9] is an interesting approach which avoids local minima by using relaxed projections. The (n+1)-th

iteration of the DM is given as:

ρn+1(r) = ρn(r) + β(PSR
γM

M − PMRγS

S )ρn(r). (7)

Here RγM

M = [(1̂+γM )PM −γM ] and RγS

S = [(1̂+γS)PS−γS ] are the relaxed generalized projections

of PM and PS respectively [21] and 1̂ is the identity operator. β is the relaxation parameter which

needs to be optimized depending on the problem at hand while the other two parameters γM and

γS are generally chosen to be 1/β and −1/β [22]. Finally, in DM the final solution is obtained as

PMρ(r). Another approach that is also known to surpass the stagnation problems is the relaxed av-

eraged alternating reflections (RAAR)[11] algorithm, which is a descendant of the hybrid projection

reflection (HPR) algorithm [23]. The RAAR algorithm shows good convergence to a stable solution

even when an exact solution satisfying both the Fourier magnitude and the support constraints does

not exist. The RAAR update is given as:

ρn+1(r) = [
β

2
(RSRM + 1̂) + (1− β)PM ]ρn(r), (8)

where, RS and RM are the reflections of PS and PM that are obtained by setting γS = γM = 1.85

Apart from this, some other variants of HIO algorithm have also been reported for the noisy data86
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case [24–26]. At this point we remark that among all the phase retrieval algorithms HIO, DM, and87

RAAR are the most widely used ones in CXI. They are included in the Hawk open-source software88

and have been tested for a numerous coherent X-ray imaging data sets. From application point of89

view where there is a wide range of CXI data, it is not easy to compare these algorithms. One90

of the reasons is that the behaviour of phase retrieval solution is not clearly understood for the91

various phasing schemes. In phase retrieval literature, the performance of the iterative algorithms92

is commonly evaluated by means of the error function which calculates the L2-norm of the error93

between the Fourier magnitude data and the Fourier magnitude of the iterative solution. While this94

measure is natural, its use can pose problems when the data is corrupted with high degree of noise95

and missing pixels. In such cases, matching the Fourier magnitude of the solution and the raw data96

may lead to over-fitting the noise, resulting in appearance of grainy artifacts in the solution. This97

practical problem of examining the quality of phase retrieval solutions from noisy data is a challenge98

that needs further work.99

In this paper our effort is to understand the nature of phase retrieval solution from a new100

perspective of the complexity parameter. The complexity information which can be computed a101

priori and provides a measure of fluctuations present in the ground-truth object, is utilized to102

evaluate the characteristics of the phase retrieval solution. For the present work, we examine the103

behaviour of the solution obtained by the RAAR algorithm which is popularly used by the CXI104

community. It is a common practice to conclude the standard algorithms like RAAR (or HIO) with105

ER iterations to further stabilize/refine the RAAR solution and improve the error performance in106

Fourier domain [16, 27]. We use the combination of RAAR algorithm followed by 100 iterations of107

ER throughout this paper which will be referred by the name ‘RAAR-ER’ algorithm.108

For the sake of completeness, we start by describing the complexity parameter ζ0 which was109

introduced in [14]. The parameter ζ0 is a measure of fluctuations present in pixel values of an object110

ρ(x, y), where the co-ordinate r is expanded as (x, y) . Mathematically the complexity is defined as111

[14]:112

ζ0 =
∑
(x,y)

(|∇xρ(x, y)|2 + |∇yρ(x, y)|2). (9)

Here, ∇x and ∇y are the partial derivatives with respect to the x and y co-ordinates respectively.113

Using Parseval’s theorem and employing the derivative property of Fourier transform along with the114

notion of modified wave-numbers, the above equation can be equivalently written as:115

ζ0 =
∑

m=all pixels

[ sin2(2πfxm∆x)

(∆x)2
+

sin2(2πfym∆y)

(∆y)2
]
|ρ̂(fxm, fym)|2, (10)

where ∆x, ∆y are the grid spacing in spatial domain and (fxm, fym) denote the spatial frequency116

samples as per the FFT convention. Note that the usual continuous case of this result is evident by117

setting ∆x,∆y → 0. Interestingly, the complexity parameter is a real space constraint but derived118

directly from the raw Fourier intensity data I(fx, fy) = |ρ̂(fx, fy)|2. Moreover, the complexity119

information in the form of ζ0 as defined in Eq. (10) is readily available a priori to all the phase120

retrieval algorithms. We observe empirically that the complexity parameter is not too sensitive to121
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the typical Poisson noise in the Fourier magnitude data. As discussed in Section 3, we will explain122

how the complexity information may be utilized when applying object domain constraints to obtain123

a noise robust phase retrieval solution.124

3 Complexity behaviour of the RAAR-ER solution with noisy125

data126

In this section we investigate the nature of a single run of RAAR-ER solution recovered from127

simulated noisy Fourier intensity data from the complexity viewpoint. The practical CXI data128

is noisy and has missing information due detector beam stop, hot pixels and gaps between the129

detector segments, etc. For simplicity of understanding the complexity behavior, we restrict our130

initial simulation study to noisy data without any missing pixels. The missing pixels in the data131

can add one more factor of uncertainty since the complexity calculation as per Eq. (10) requires the132

Fourier magnitude information at all pixels. As we will describe later in Section 6, we handle the133

missing pixels in the real data with the standard methodology prevalent in the literature.134

In order to illustrate the effect of noise on the phase retrieval solution, we simulate two Fourier135

intensity data corresponding to a red blood cell (RBC) object in a computational window of size136

512 × 512 pixels. The amplitude of this test object (included within the central 160 × 160 pixels)137

is shown in Fig. 1(a). The complex-valued RBC object for simulating noisy diffraction patterns138

was generated using a digital holographic microscope system (make: Holmarc) and corresponds to139

image plane field for the cell recovered using an off-axis hologram. The noisy Fourier intensity data140

corresponding to this RBC object have been simulated by assuming the Poisson noise corresponding141

to two different average photon count levels of 1000 and 500 photons/pixels. The noisy data frames142

have ∼ 36% and 51% pixels with zero photon counts as shown in Figs. 1(b) and (c) respectively.143

These noise levels are comparable to those in the experimental CXI data to be discussed in Section144

6. The Fourier intensities are over-sampled by a factor of approximately 3 in both directions.145

We ran 1100 iterations of RAAR-ER algorithm comprising of 1000 RAAR iterations, as per Eq.146

(8), that were concluded by 100 ER iterations starting with the data in Fig. 1(b), (c). The relaxation147

parameter for RAAR update was selected to be β = 0.9. Since the object is complex-valued, only148

support constraint has been used. Figures 1 (d), (e) are the absolute magnitudes of the solution149

after 1000 RAAR iterations for the noisy data in Figs. 1(b) and (c) respectively, whereas the same150

solutions after additional 100 ER iterations are shown in Figs. 1(f), (g) respectively. From the151

solution recoveries we clearly see that for the higher noise data, both the RAAR and RAAR-ER152

solutions contain grainy features that were not present in the ground truth in Fig. 1 (a).153

Next we examine the complexity behaviour of RAAR and RAAR-ER solutions shown in Figs.154

1(d)-(g). To do that in each RAAR or ER iteration, the complexity of the solution is calculated using155

Eq. (9) and is denoted by ζ. In a similar vein, complexity inside ζin and outside ζout the support156

can be evaluated by summing over corresponding pixels. Clearly we have ζ = ζin + ζout. Figure 2157

(a) and (b) show the graphs of complexities ζ, ζin, ζout along with the ground-truth complexity ζ0158

against the iteration number for the Fourier intensities with Poisson noise corresponding to average159
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Figure 1: Reconstruction from noisy diffraction data using RAAR-ER and CG-RAAR algorithms.
(a) Ground-truth amplitude for red blood cell (RBC) object (phase not shown). Simulated noisy
oversampled Fourier intensity data of RBC in (a) corresponding to average light levels of (b) 1000
photons/pixel and (c) 500 photons/pixel. The data are shown as |G|0.1 for the display purpose.
Solutions recovered after (d), (e) 1000 iterations of RAAR alone and (f), (g) after concluding the
solution in (d) and (e) by 100 ER steps and (h), (i) 1000 CG-RAAR iterations from the noisy data
shown in (b), (c) respectively. For both the noisy data cases the CG-RAAR solution can be clearly
seen to be free from artifacts. All the solutions are displayed in colorbar range [0,1].
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light levels of 1000 photons/pixel and 500 photons/pixel respectively. The complexities ζ and ζout160

for both the cases stabilize to values higher and lower than the ground-truth complexity ζ0. In161

terms of complexity behaviour of solution, we observe that the solution’s complexity within the162

support ζin stabilizes at a higher level for data with higher noise. The outside support complexity163

ζout is also seen to stabilize to a slightly higher value for the higher noise data. The manifestation164

of higher complexity or fluctuations inside the support region with increasing noise can be clearly165

seen in solutions in Figs. 1(e), (g) when compared to those in Figs. 1(d), (f). When ER iterations166

are applied after 1000 RAAR iterations, ζout stabilizes to a lower value than that in the RAAR167

case. On the other hand ζin increases as compared to that at the end of RAAR iterations and also168

contributes most to the total complexity ζ. The reduction of ζout during ER iterations is easy to169

understand as the pixels outside the support region are set to zero during the ER iterations, so170

that, only contribution to ζout comes from the pixels adjacent to the support boundary. From the171

complexity curves ζin, ζout in Figs. 2(a), (b) and solutions in Figs. 1(f), (g) we observe that in the172

process of applying the ER iterations (for ‘stabilizing’ the solution), the complexity of the RAAR173

solution within the support region has actually increased, which causes additional grainy artifacts174

that in our opinion are due to over-fitting of noise. The application of ER iterations that typically175

reduce the data domain error is thus not necessarily desirable in our opinion, as this is accompanied176

by appearance of increased grainy artifacts within the support region. The high frequency nature of177

the grainy artifacts may also lead to a slightly exaggerated estimate of the resolution of the solution178

based on the PRTF curve as we will see later in Section 5.179

The prior literature [12, 24, 25] has stated the significance of outside support region in relation180

to noise in the Fourier intensity data. However, the procedures for suppressing outside support181

information in the literature are somewhat ad hoc in our opinion. In the complexity guided phase182

retrieval approach described next, the a priori knowledge about the ground-truth complexity ζ0183

plays an important role in application of constraints in the object domain (both within and outside184

the support).185

4 Complexity-guided RAAR (CG-RAAR) algorithm186

From the complexity curves in Figs. 2 (a), (b), we observed that the solution complexity ζ for RAAR187

as well as RAAR-ER algorithms stabilizes to a higher numerical value compared to the ground-truth188

complexity ζ0 computed from the raw data. The concept of complexity-guidance is based on the189

strategy of matching ζ with ζ0. Instead of concluding the RAAR algorithm with ER iterations190

(which leads to undesirable increase in solution complexity within the support), we match the total191

complexity ζ of the guess solution with the ground-truth complexity ζ0 in each RAAR iteration. To192

bring down ζ to the level of ζ0, the values of ζout and ζin are decreased via complexity reduction193

steps in an adaptive manner. In our previous work [15], while studying the behaviour of the HIO194

solution, we observed that for the increasing noise in the data, the ζout showed a monotonic increase195

with iteration number and for that reason ζout was required to be suppressed actively in each HIO196

iteration. Unlike HIO solution, the RAAR solution does not show continuously increasing complexity197

outside the support region with iterations. This observation has not been reported before in our198
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Figure 2: Behaviour of complexity of solution with iteration number for (a), (b) RAAR-ER and
(c), (d) CG-RAAR algorithm for noise realizations corresponding to the average light level of 1000
photons/pixel and 500 photons/pixel respectively. In (a), (b) the ER iterations start after 1000
RAAR iterations. In (c), (d) the CG-RAAR iterations start after 500 RAAR iterations. The start
of ER or CG iterations is indicated by dotted vertical lines in the plots.
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opinion in the context of the RAAR algorithm. Therefore, most complexity reduction in the present199

case needs to be done within the support region. It is interesting to note that an improvement over200

the native RAAR algorithm has been suggested previously by introducing a generalized feedback201

term inside the support region [28]. Based on our observations we control the total complexity of202

the RAAR solution primarily by suppressing the complexity within the support which is essentially203

like providing a complexity feedback within the support.204

We remark that complexity-guidance is essentially a regularization scheme where complexity (or

degree of fluctuations) in the desired solution is pre-determined from the raw data. In order to

implement complexity-guidance the recursive iterations for complexity reduction are applied to the

RAAR solution ρn+1(r) in Eq. (8) in the outside and inside the support region in each outer RAAR

iteration. For brevity of notation we denote the outside and inside part of the solution as ρout and

ρin respectively. Firstly, recursive sub-iterations are applied outside the support as represented by:

ρout(r)←− ρout(r)− τ ||ρout(r)||2[û]ρout
. (11)

Next, further recursive complexity reduction iterations similar to above are also applied to the ρin:

ρin(r)←− ρin(r)− τ ||ρin(r)||2[û]ρin
. (12)

For both the above equations τ is the step size which was chosen to be 5× 10−3 so that the solution

changes by a small amount in each sub-iteration and û is the normalized functional gradient of

complexity defined as:

û =
∇ρ∗ζ(ρ, ρ∗)

||∇ρ∗ζ(ρ, ρ∗)||2
, (13)

where, ∇ρ∗ζ(ρ, ρ∗) = −∇2ρ is the complex derivative [29] of complexity parameter ζ. As explained

in [15], the number of sub-iterations for ζout reduction are adjusted by actively tracking the trend

of ζout. Particularly, the value ζout is nudged towards the mean minus the standard deviation of

ζout of the previous 20 iterates in order to control any growth in ζout. After that, the complexity

reduction sub-iterations within the support are applied till the numerical value of the total complexity

ζin + ζout is close to (within 0.5%) the ground-truth complexity ζ0. The number of sub-iterations in

this step typically depends on the noise level (higher noise data requires more complexity reduction

sub-iterations inside the support). The (n+1)-th iterate of CG-RAAR is updated as:

ρn+1(r) = ρin(r), r ∈ S

= ρout(r), r /∈ S. (14)

Here ρin and ρout refer to the inside and outside support solutions after applying the complexity-205

guidance sub-iterations. The recovered solutions using a single run of CG-RAAR from the same noisy206

data in Figs. 1(b),(c) are shown in Figs. 1(h), (i) respectively. Visually, the CG-RAAR solution in207

Figs. 1(h), (i) are free from severe grainy artifacts that were seen in RAAR and RAAR-ER solutions208

in Figs. 1(d)- (g) respectively.209
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Figure 3: The solution recoveries after the averaging over 10 trial solutions of (a) RAAR-ER
algorithm and (b) CG-RAAR algorithm for the noisier data case of 500 photons/pixel. The solutions
are displayed in colorbar [0,1]. (c) PRTF vs spatial frequency curve and (d) is profile across the
yellow dotted lines in the solutions displayed in (a), (b). For both the solutions the recovered spatial
resolution is ∼ 3 pixels. From the profile plots in RAAR-ER the noisy fluctuations smaller than 3
pixels are clearly visible whereas the CG-RAAR profile is smooth within 3 pixels.

Our implementation used initial 500 RAAR iterations followed by 500 RAAR iterations with210

complexity-guidance. In Figs. 2(c), (d), we observe that after 500 iterations when complexity-211

guidance sub-iterations are applied, by design the complexity of the solution matches well with ζ0.212

In particular the high frequency artifacts within the support are now suppressed by the complexity-213

reduction steps. Therefore, the CG-RAAR solution is smoother in nature and is much closer to the214

ground-truth shown in Fig. 1(a). We want to emphasize here that all the results shown in Fig. 1215

correspond to a single run of the corresponding algorithms (RAAR or RAAR-ER or CG-RAAR).216

Use of complexity constraint with noisy data is observed to provide a better estimate for single run217

of the phase retrieval algorithm. In turn this is beneficial for the averaging process as well as we will218

see in the next section. The trial solutions selected for the averaging process can be improved further219

by methods suggested by [30] such as voting, patching, use of non-centrosymmetric support etc [27]220

as well as by use of sparsity enhancing functionals like total variation, Huber or other penalties [31].221

5 Evaluating the resolution of reconstructed solution using222

phase retrieval transfer function (PRTF)223

The reconstruction of solution from the experimental Fourier transform intensity data consisting
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of noise and missing pixels due to detector blocking poses challenges. First of all, generally just

one realization of the data is often available as the sample may get destroyed after exposure to

high energy X-ray pulse. Secondly, a single run of the algorithm starting with a random guess

cannot be fully relied upon when the data is corrupted by noise and missing pixels. It is therefore

a standard practice to arrive at a better estimate of the solution by averaging a large number of

trial solutions [13] starting with the same data. These independent trial solutions are obtained

by running the phase retrieval algorithm over hundreds of runs that are initialized with different

random guesses. Among a number of trial reconstructions only some following a certain criterion are

selected for the averaging process. The averaging criterion can be decided on the basis of least errors

in real space or Fourier space. Here we have selected correlation coefficient between trial solution

and a reference solution with least error as an averaging criterion. Since the final reconstruction is

based on the averaging process, the goodness of reconstruction can be assessed using phase retrieval

transfer function (PRTF) which compares the magnitude of Fourier transform of averaged complex

reconstruction with the measured Fourier modulus and defined as [27, 32]:

PRTF (u) =
|ρ̂avg(u)|√

I(u)
. (15)

Here, the average of complex Fourier estimates ρ̂avg(u) can be simplified as :

ρ̂avg(u) =
1

T

T∑
t=1

ρ̂t(u) (16)

=
1

T

T∑
t=1

F{ρt(r)}

=
1

T
F{

T∑
t=1

ρt(r)},

where t = 1, 2, ....., T denotes the trial number index and ρt(r) represents the phase adjusted trial224

reconstructions following the correlation criterion for averaging. In order to add the trial solutions225

coherently the phases of trial solutions are adjusted to a common value ϕ0 so that the variation226

in phases does not reduce the average value. The phase adjustment of all the trial reconstructions227

can be done as per [27]. The PRTF curve can provide a measure of the resolution of the recovered228

solution by selecting the point where PRTF falls to 1/e [27]. In this section, we first present the229

PRTF curves for the simulated data followed by similar analysis of the experimental data in the230

next section.231

Figures 3(a) and (b) are the solutions obtained after averaging over T = 10 trials of RAAR-ER

and CG-RAAR algorithms respectively for noisy data in Fig. 1(b). The correlation coefficient with

value 0.96 is chosen as the criterion for selecting a trial solution. For the simulated data, we have

not assumed any missing pixels due to detector blocking and assumed that the data is corrupted by

Poisson noise alone. In this case we observe that an average over a small number of trial solutions is

sufficient to stabilize the PRTF curve. One can clearly see that the averaging process has reduced the
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grainy appearance of the RAAR-ER solution. However, some of the faint artifacts are still persistent

which may possibly get misinterpreted as the real features, particularly in the case of experimental

Fourier intensity data where the ground-truth object is unknown. Since the individual CG-RAAR

solution was already free from grainy artifacts, the averaged CG-RAAR solution closely resembles

the ground-truth object. The performance of the CG-RAAR and RAAR-ER solutions are tabulated

in Table 1 in terms of error in Fourier and real domain. The real space error metric ER is defined

as [33]:

E2
R = min(E2(ρest(r)), E

2(ρ∗est(−r))), (17)

where,

E2(ρest(r)) =

∑
|ρest|2 +

∑
|ρ|2 − 2corr(ρest, ρ)∑
|ρ|2

. (18)

Here, ρest represents the solution estimate (individual trial or average solution), ρ is the ground-truth

object, and corr(ρest, ρ) is the correlation between ρest and ρ. Next the relative Fourier domain error

EF for the Fourier modulus estimate ρ̂est(u) with respect to the measured Fourier modulus
√
I(u)

can be written as:

E2
F =

||
√

I(u)− |ρ̂est(u)| ||2
||
√

I(u)||2
. (19)

Both RAAR-ER and CG-RAAR solutions seem to have errors of similar orders in terms of the above232

metrics despite the fact that CG-RAAR solution has much reduced grainy artifacts. Figure 3(c)233

shows the PRTF curves for the solutions in Figs. 3(a), (b) obtained by both the algorithms. The234

spatial resolution for the averaged RAAR-ER and CG-RAAR solutions is ∼ 3 pixels. The resolution235

estimate for the RAAR-ER solution is slightly higher compared to the CG-RAAR solution. This236

higher resolution estimate is however spurious and arises mainly due to the remaining grainy artifacts.237

From the zoomed-in portions of Figs. 3(a), (b) and the profile plot in Fig. 3(d) across the yellow238

dotted lines in both the solutions we see that the CG-RAAR solution is smooth on a 3 pixels scale239

unlike the RAAR-ER solution. Therefore, it is quite evident from the PRTF plot that the proposed240

CG-RAAR method leads to a self-consistent solution compared to that obtained by the traditional241

RAAR-ER methodology for noisy Fourier intensity data.242

Table 1: Performance of single run and averaged RAAR-ER and CG-RAAR solutions for the Fourier
intensity data with Poisson noise corresponding to average photon counts of 500 photons/pixel in
terms of real space error (ER) and Fourier domain relative error (EF )

Solution ER EF

RAAR-ER (Single run) 3.03e− 3 1.83e− 4
CG-RAAR (Single run) 2.86e− 3 3.29e− 4
RAAR-ER(Average) 2.57e− 3 1.23e− 3
CG-RRAR(Average) 2.66e− 3 1.38e− 3
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Figure 4: Performance of RAAR-ER and CG-RAAR when applied to the experimental data. (a),
(b) Noisy and incomplete coherent X-ray imaging diffraction data. (c), (e) individual and (d),
(f) average solutions using RAAR-ER and CG-RAAR algorithms respectively for the data in (a).
(g), (i) Individual and (h), (j) average solutions using RAAR-ER and CG-RAAR algorithms
respectively for the data in (b). All the solutions are shown in the scale of [0, 1]. (k), (n) are the
respective PRTF versus radial spatial frequency plots for the average solutions. The purple and red
boxes in the RAAR-ER and CG-RAAR solutions are shown in (l), (o) and (m), (p) respectively
as their zoom-in views. The white circles represents the resolution.
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6 Tests with experimental CXI data243

In order to further demonstrate the performance of CG-RAAR algorithm, we take an experimental244

CXI data submitted to the coherent X-ray imaging data bank (CXIDB) [34]. The experiment was245

carried out in Linac coherent light source (LCLS) and the extensive details about the experimental246

set-up are described in [16]. The data set contains ten Fourier intensity frames corresponding to247

live cyanobacteria at ten different stages. For the illustration purpose we take two of these Fourier248

intensity data (Figs. 2(i), (j) of [16]), which contain a total of 1.6× 106 and 8.5× 105 photon counts249

and are shown in Figs. 4(a), (b) respectively. The Fourier intensities in Figs. 4(a) and (b) have250

∼ 51% and 46% of missing pixels due to detector blocking, gaps between the detector segments,251

Poisson noise, etc. The only modification required to handle all the missing pixels is to replace them252

with the Fourier magnitude corresponding to the current iterate. The masks provided in the ‘.cxi’253

file for the corresponding intensities were used as the known object supports.254

We ran both RAAR-ER and CG-RAAR algorithms 400 and 200 times independently in a MAT-255

LAB environment. In the first case, 2000 RAAR iterations were concluded by 100 ER steps. In256

CG-RAAR initial 1500 RAAR iterations were followed by the 500 outer RAAR iterations with257

complexity-guidance sub iterations. Since we are filling the missing pixels with the Fourier magni-258

tude of the current iterate, the ground-truth complexity estimate also needs to be revised in each259

CG-RAAR iteration. We however note that by 1500 RAAR iterations (after which we use the260

complexity-guidance), the numerical values in the missing pixels are seen to stabilize and the esti-261

mated ζ0 does not fluctuate significantly. All these cases with multiple independent initial random262

guesses were ran on the high power computing (HPC) cluster at Indian Institute of Technology263

Delhi.264

Figures 4(c) and (e) show one of the trial solutions obtained using the RAAR-ER and CG-RAAR265

algorithms respectively. Visually, we observe that the single instance of the CG-RAAR solution is266

smoother compared to that obtained using the RAAR-ER algorithm. The averaged solution for267

both the respective algorithms are shown in Figs. 4(d), (f). The averaging procedure is the same as268

followed in the simulations. Based on the 96% correlation criterion as before, 261 out of 400 RAAR-269

ER solutions were selected for the averaging while in CG-RAAR 94 out of 200 solutions followed the270

criterion. Further the performance of RAAR-ER and CG-RAAR algorithms for both the Fourier271

intensity data shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b) has comparable order-of-magnitude error performance as272

shown in Table 2.273

We observe that the PRTF curve is stabilized for both RAAR-ER and CG-RAAR cases and274

additional trial runs will not have any perceptible effect on the PRTF curve. In order to assess the275

quality of averaged solutions, we plot the PRTF as a function of spatial frequency which is shown276

in Fig. 4(k). The PRTF curve is vanishing near zero frequency since there are blocked pixels in277

this region where the Fourier intensity data is missing. The spatial resolution (reciprocal of spatial278

frequency) at which the PRTF falls to 1/e is 4.54 and 4.76 for the RAAR-ER and CG-RAAR solution279

respectively which can be rounded off to ≈ 5 pixels. The white circles in Fig. 4 (d), (f) represent280

resolution scale as estimated from the PRTF curve. From the zoomed-in portion of the averaged281

RAAR-ER solution in Fig. 4(l), we clearly see features smaller than 5 pixels that are spurious and282
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difficult to interpret. On the other hand from Fig. 4(m) the CG-RAAR solution is clearly observed283

to be smoother and consistent with the spatial resolution reflected in PRTF curve.284

We remark that the spatial resolution given here is in terms of pixels however one can always285

express it in physical units by the relation ∆x = λz
∆xdetN

, where λ: wavelength of the X-rays, z:286

distance between specimen and detector, ∆xdet: pixel size of the detector, and N: half pixel number.287

For the Fourier intensity data shown in Fig. 4(b), one can make similar observations from Figs. 4(g)-288

(j) and (n)-(p). The final solutions shown in Figs. 4(h) and (j) are obtained after averaging over 385289

and 188 RAAR-ER and CG-RAAR trial solutions respectively. Once again the averaged RAAR-ER290

solution still seems to retain some grainy artifacts that are not present in the CG-RAAR solution.291

The grainy artifacts in the RAAR-ER solution lead to a slightly better resolution estimate which292

is however spurious in our opinion. CG-RAAR solution however seems to have features consistent293

with the resolution estimate provided by the PRTF curve.294

It is worth noting from our results that the CG-RAAR solution is artifact-free despite the fact295

that the number of trial solutions used for the averaging process in CG-RAAR case is much less than296

half the number of trial solutions used for RAAR-ER case. This is expected since even the single297

run of CG-RAAR solution has much reduced artifacts compared to that of the RAAR-ER solution.298

7 Discussion299

In conclusion, we have examined the nature of phase retrieval solutions for noisy Fourier intensity300

data obtained from from simulations as well as CXI experiments from a new perspective of solution301

complexity. The ground-truth complexity is an object domain constraint which provides a measure302

of fluctuations in the desired solution; and can be calculated a priori from the raw Fourier intensity303

data. With increasing noise in the data, the complexity of RAAR solution stabilized to a higher level304

compared to the ground-truth complexity. When the concluding 100 ER steps were applied for the305

purpose of refining the RAAR solution, the resulting solution showed further undesirable increase in306

the complexity of the solution inside the support region. This was manifested in the form of severe307

grainy artifacts in the solution. In order to address this issue we proposed and tested a complexity308

guided RAAR (CG-RAAR) algorithm. The goodness of the algorithm and the recovered resolution309

were judged using the PRTF plot.310

The traditional RAAR-ER solution seems to retain some grainy artifacts (even after averaging311

over a number of trial solutions), whose feature size is smaller than the resolution estimated by312

Table 2: Performance of single run and averaged RAAR-ER and CG-RAAR solutions for the CXI
Fourier intensity data in Fig. 4(a) referred here as data A and Fig. 4(b) referred as data B in terms
of Fourier domain relative error (EF )

Solution Data A Data B
RAAR-ER (Single run) 2.44e− 2 2.04e− 2
CG-RAAR (Single run) 4.19e− 2 3.52e− 2
RAAR-ER(Average) 8.64e− 2 5.15e− 2
CG-RRAR(Average) 1.04e− 1 6.46e− 2
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the PRTF. On the other hand, the solution from the proposed CG-RAAR algorithm has smallest313

features consistent with the resolution estimate provided by the PRTF. The main idea behind314

complexity-guidance is to match the complexity of RAAR solution with the desired ground-truth315

complexity. The performance of CG-RAAR algorithm is demonstrated for the experimental CXI316

data from Coherent X-ray Imaging Data Bank (CXIDB). It is worth highlighting that the single317

run of CG-RAAR produces solutions with much reduced artifacts and as a result the number of318

trial solutions required for the averaging process with this methodology is less than the half number319

that are needed for the traditional RAAR-ER method. We believe that the complexity-guidance320

methodology can benefit the field of X-ray coherent diffraction imaging by providing reliable and321

self-consistent phase retrieval solution estimates.322

7.1 Limitations of the present study323

The computational time taken by the 1100 RAAR-ER iterations is ∼ 15 seconds while 1000 iterations324

of CG-RAAR algorithm takes ∼ 3 minutes due to additional complexity reduction sub-iterations in325

a nominal MATLAB implementation. Despite more computational effort, the phase retrieval with326

complexity-guidance provides much reliable and robust phase retrieval solution. The additional327

complexity reducing sub-iterations required within the traditional RAAR loop make the individual328

run of the algorithm computationally more expensive. It is up to a user to decide whether this329

additional computation provides sufficient benefit for a particular application. The work has noted330

a distinctly different behaviour of the popular HIO and RAAR phase retrieval algorithms from the331

perspective of the complexity parameter. We are however not in a position at present to provide a332

reasoning behind this observation. The CG-RAAR methodology also needs to be further tested for333

objects with more structural details and for variable relative object support sizes.334
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